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Abstracl---Studies on crowd simulation have been around us for
nearly 30 years. It remains one of the important and fundamental
fields in three-dimensional (3D) computer graphics. Simulating
large amount of crowds such as the crowd during Hajj is never
an easy task. Therefore, a more refined technique is needed to
avoid the entities, agents or characters in Hajj crowd from
collidingwith each other. In order to simulate such a huge crowd,
the reciprocal velocityobstacles concept is used. The simulation is
made using the reciprocal velocity obstacles as the collision
avoidance technique. An experiment with up to 200 pilgrims is
then conducted on four different personal computers (pes) with
different specifications.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Hajj starches back thousands of years to the time of
Prophet Ibrahim. Every year, millions of Muslims around the
world will gather in Mecca to perform the Hajj. It is performed
in the last month of the Islamic calendar. All Muslims that are
physically and financially capable, and can support their family
during his absence are required to perform Hajj at least once in
their lifetime. Hajj which is one of the five pillars of Islam is
considered as one of the largest human gathering in the world,
attracting two to three million pilgrim annually. It consists of
six pillars which are making the intention (niat) , wuquf,
circumambulation (tawa/), sa'ie, shaving or trimming of hair
and performing the pillars in their sequence of order (tertib)
[I]. This study focuses on Hajj's third pillar which is the tawaf.
Crowd simulation on the other hand is one of the important
fields in three-dimensional (3D) computer graphics. It is the
process of imitating the movements of large amount of entities,
agents or characters by replicating human behaviours and
interactions. Crowd simulation is needed in order to develop an
understanding of the complexity and the degree of crowd
interactions of people in spaces over time [2]. Furthermore, it is
an important research tool in understanding the overall crowd
dynamics across a wide space and on so many levels of a
complex structure [2]. Other uses of crowd simulation include
simulating an emergency evacuation, video game artificial
intelligence (AI) behaviour and recreating places in the past to
show how people would have behaved [3]. Besides, the use of
crowd simulation can also be seen in films such as the AI
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armies in The Lord of the Rings film series [4], [5], [6], the
movement of bats in the Batman Returns film, and the
movements of crowds in Hugo and World Wa,.Z films [4].
The nucleus of this study is the development of the tawaf
crowd simulation. This study intends to further understand the
crowd's behaviour during pilgrimage specifically during the
tawaf ritual where pilgrims will circumambulate the Ka'aba
seven times in an anticlockwise direction. This paper intends to
discuss the related works in the crowd simulation field and
briefly discuss the reciprocal velocity obstacles technique in
crowd simulation. Furthermore, discussions will also be made
on the implementation of the tawafcrowd simulation based on
the reciprocal velocity obstacles technique together with its
results.
Crowd simulation consists of three main elements. The
elements are environment models , path planning and collision
avoidance . Discussions will be made for all the mentioned
elements as we progress through this paper.
Figure J. Pilgrims during tawaf
This paper is organized into six sections . The first section,
which is the section we are currently at, gives the introduction
to this study. Section two discusses related works done by
other researchers . The next section discusses the framework of
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